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LETTERle17er TO THE korrEDITOREDIRkorb
I1 am a remedial reading teacher in good exercises for high intermediate and

inarajanInarajan elementary school on guam I1 am advanced level ESL students who need

interested particularly in using TESL to practice in improving reading and
teach reading so if you have any comprehension prentice hall 1966

information along that line I1 would like to the philippine center for language study
know about it monograph series no 4 titled basic readers

for english teaching by minda cascolan
sincerely sutaria with J donald bowen as editor is

also a very valuable reference book formargaret pinney
teaching reading in ESL and is obtainable
from phoenix press inc quezon citydear miss penney
philippines or oceana publications dobbs

in addition to the readers digest ferry new york 110522 US price 6506.50650
second language readers we have used there are also many good linguistic

the readers digest readers for native reading programs for native speakers such as
speakers grades one through eight with their the barnhart sernesseriessennesseriserlesi that can be used for
accompanying tapes in our ESL program for TESL classes
teaching reading beginning students listen
to the cassettes which read the stories aloud editors note any readers who have written
while they follow in their books the papers on or who have had particular

success in0 teaching reading to englishrecordings also explain some vocabulary
second students and would likehkeilkeake toitems prior to the reading we like this language
share with miss and others invitedprogram because the studentmaystudenstudent tmaymay listenandlistlistenenandand

penny are
submit these for in theme TESLto publicationread alone meeting the teacher for

subsequent readings reporter
A recent book for teaching reading in ESL

is teaching reading to non english speakers TESL REPORTER
by eleanor wall thonis published by collier
macmillan international 1970 this book
gives many helpful suggestions for teaching A quarterly publication of the english
nonnativenon native speakers to read english it starts language institute and the BATESL
with the level and introductionpre reading program of the church college of
to print goes on to developing skills for hawaiireading vocabulary reading in content areas
and then reading in english the first four editor alice pack assistant professor
chapters of the book concern reading in the of english and TESL
vernacular pre reading level to reading in staff brent pickering instructor of
content the next fourareas chapters TESL & speech
concern reading in english and include betty cretharCrethar TESL
suggestions for the learner who is leterateletgrateleterate in
his native tongue and the functional illiterate articles relevant to teaching english as

with reference to thepupil bilingualism a second language in hawaii the south
final two chapters concern an appraisal of pacific and asia may be submitted to
pupil progress in reading every area has the editor through box 157 the
extensive bibliographies publishers price is church college of hawaii laie
3953.95395 hawaii 96762 manuscripts should be

david P harris andreading double spaced and typed not
exercises students ofimprovement for exceeding five pages

english as a second language has many


